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Three-photon ionization spectra of Ba were studied which result from two-photon resonances be-

tween the 6s 'So ground state and the 6snd J=2,6s(n +1)s 'So (16(n g40) Rydberg states and

Sd 7d 'D2, 'P02 perturber states. A tunable laser with field strength 10 ' "a.u. was used to drive

the excitation in a low-density atomic beam (n & 3)& 10' cm '). Resonant line shapes were systemat-

ically studied as a function of light polarization and intensity. Studies with linearly polarized light

find all resonant line shapes manifest the same peak shift and asymmetry which is traced to the ac
Stark shift of the ground state. The resonant peak height, shift, and linewidth scale linearly with

light intensity which is accounted for with a rate-equation formulation. For the case of circular po-

larization, a distinct minimum of ionization occurs between each J =2 doublet of the 6snd series.

One level (generally D2) is significantly broadened in comparison to the laser linewidth (0. 1 cm ')

with increasing intensity while its sister level remains narrow (-0.2 cm ). Further, light shifts of
the D2 states are generally &1 cm ' to the red while shifts of 'D2 states are negligible. This

behavior switches for the n =27 doublet. Lastly, the dynamic shifts are not quadratic with the field

strength. These effects are attributed in part to cancellation due to channel interference and a two-

photon Raman process which mixes each J=2 doublet. These processes act in conjunction with the

ac Stark effect to produce the observed profile behavior. The shifts and coupling of the excited

states are attributed to the influence of the 6pnd J =3 autoionization series and are shown to be

sensitive to the singlet-triplet mixing coefficient P of the J=2 doublets. A perturbation analysis is

introduced which accounts for the salient features of the data, although it does not include band-

width and saturation effects. Calculations of light shifts of the 6snd J =2 levels based on this

analysis require P be modified from previous assignments based on hfs measurements for n in the

vicinity of the 5d 7d 'D& perturber.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiphoton ionization (MPI) which occurs near a
discrete intermediate state will show effects of interfer-
ence due to additional pathways to ionization. '

Armstrong and co-workers have shown that any isolated
resonant profile will manifest a Beutler-Fano —type profile
due to interference with off-resonant pathways to ioniza-
tion. Their treatment describes the effect of interference
in terms of a signed ratio of the transition matrix element
for the resonant transition to that of the off-resonant pro-
cesses.

Experimental observations of this intrinsic interference
effect have been complicated by the fact that most MPI
experiments done to date have been performed on low-

lying levels of atomic systems. Interference effects are not
expected to be very large since the atomic levels are widely
separated in the experiments, so the off-resonant transi-
tion matrix element is very small. The intrinsic effect is
dominated generally by effects of light field-induced shifts
and widths.

The rate of MPI through an isolated resonant level can
be solved to good approximation with a rate-equation for-

mulation if the rate of photoionization y, out of the
resonant state dominates all other relaxation rates. The
MPI rate I is then given by

0 Vl'

(to~ ncot +S~—)t+y,

where A is the Rabi rate to populate the resonant state,
to~ is the field-free separation of the initial and resonant
levels, and S~ is the net quadratic shift of these levels.
Most MPI experiments require a photon fiux F&10
(photons/cm sec) to achieve measurable ionization signals
which necessitate focusing a short-duration laser pulse in
the sample to be ionized. Such experiments yield
dispersion-shaped profiles for the ionization rate as a
function of the laser detuning b, =(to& ncoL +S&—). The
dispersive behavior is suggestive of an interference process
but is priinarily an artifact of averages of Eq. (1) over the
spatiotemporal properties of the laser pulse.

More pronounced effects of interference will occur
when excitation is induced near two close-lying intermedi-
ate states such as a fine-structure doublet. It was not-
ed, however, that the lowest-order interference process is
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modified by a Raman-like scattering process ri2 which
couples the near-resonant states. The operator form of
the process is'

M& 2+Q)1

The coupling of the atom and light field is treated here
with the dipole approximation where I' is the classical
electric field associated with the light field and p is the di-
pole moment er of the atom. Scattering between two near
states

~
1) and

~
2) occur by virtual transitions to dipole-

allowed intermediate states
~
j). Effects of the Raman

coupling on the dynamics of photoionization, 6 the
resonant MPI profiles, and photoelectron angular distri-
bution have been studied theoretically. Recently, mea-
surements of the photoelectron angular distribution pro-
duced by two-photon resonant, time-delayed third-photon
ionization of Na ndirq st states have shown distinct ef-
fects of state mixing by this process. 9 This Raman pro-
cess has also been invoked to explain nonquadratic light
shifts of the 6d Dz MPI resonances in Hg. '

In this work we present experimental measurements
and theoretical analysis of MPI profiles which result from
two-photon resonant, three-photon ionization of ground-
state Ba atoms; a two-photon transition occurs between
the 6s 'So ground state and 6snd J=2 doublets
( n —16—40} followed by ionization. A single, quasimono-
chromatic laser was used to induce three-photon ioniza-
tion and the integrated photoion signal was studied as a
function of laser detuning.

Profound changes of the profiles occurred as the ellipti-
city of polarization was changed. Profiles obtained with
circular polarization show evidence of channel interfer-
ence and Raman coupling of the J=2 doublets. In the
case of Ba, unlike the alkalis, the two-photon Raman cou-
pling of Eq. (2) can consist of terms due to doubly excited
autoionization states. For the case of circular polarization
the magnitude of Eq. (2) is found to be comparable to the
fine-structure splitting of the 6snd J=2 levels. Such a
large coupling is a consequence of large (6snd
J=2)—(6pnd J=3}transition f values which are compar-
able to the ionic oscillator strengths of —,

' and —,
' for the

6s~/2-6p~/2 3/Q transitions. " This can produce strong
mixing of the doublet wave function and thus affect the
position of the interference node. It also affects the posi-
tions of the resonances and leads to nonquadratic net
shifts. "

For the case of circular polarization, we present a sim-
ple time-dependent perturbation model for the final-state
probability amplitude. This model does not include band-
width or saturation effects, yet it is found to reproduce
the salient features of the channel interference and Raman
coupling. Its simplicity allows easier interpretation of the
behavior of the spectra.

Quantitative analysis of the spectra obtained with
linearly polarized light is less complete because of the
complication of including J =1 final states. It is noted
that the spectra can be treated to good accuracy as an in-
coherent superposition of isolated resonances, so a rate-
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FIG. 1. Ba I energy-level diagram. The excitation scheme for three-photon ionization is shown occurring via two-photon reso-
nances with even-parity J=0 and J=2 intermediate states. The excitation pathways for linearly polarized light are depicted with
dashed arrows and that for circularly polarized light is shown as a solid arro~. The latter excitation is redepicted to show the Raman
scattering process due to 6pnd autoionization levels.
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equation description [Eq. (1)] is used to analyze these
data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Excitation scheme

Figure 1 depicts schematically the three-photon ioniza-
tion scheme used in this experiment. Several intermediate
J =2+ states are noted for later reference. ' The assign-
ment of singlet or triplet character is very arbitrary for
the 6snd levels near the Sd 7d 'D2 perturbing level; the as-
signments in this work follow those of Ref. 12 for con-
venience only. A single laser source induced two-photon
resonant, three-photon ionization of the 'So ground state.
The excitation channels are depicted for purely linear and
circular polarization.

For the case of linearly polarized light, the selection
rules are M= 1 and hmq ——0 for each step in the multi-
photon process. If configuration interaction (CI) and
spin-orbit interaction were negligible, the three-photon
transitions would proceed from the 'So ground state via
the intermediate pathways

B. Experimental apparatus

The experimental setup is depicted schematically in
Fig. 2. Three-photon ionization spectra were produced by
focusing the output of a tunable dye laser ( —1 mJ/pulse)
into an effusive beam and collecting the charged pho-
tofragments with a parallel-plate capacitor. A low-

density atomic beam ( n —10 atoms/cm ) was used as the
sample to avoid spurious space-charge effects. The
charged products were collected by application of a dc or
pulsed bias voltage and the resultant currents were in-

tegrated and shaped using standard low-noise charge-to-
voltage (CV) preampliflers and amplifiers (Ortec 142IH
preamplifiers and 572 amplifiers). The detector and lead
capacitance was such that the rms noise of the preamplif-
ier and amplifier amounted to (560 electrons per laser
pulse. A channel electron multiplier (CEM; Galileo) was
later used to measure the photoelectron flux emitted,
under field-free conditions, into an perture in the deflec-
tion plate (5&&10 sr). The CElvi was biased at gains
-10 which provided a relative analog signal with com-
parable S/N ratio to the capacitor detector.

Provision was made to measure the absolute laser pulse
energy with a thermopile (Scientech series 360) before and
after each wavelength scan. The thermopile was posi-
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Since CI and spin-orbit effects are large in barium, addi-
tional intermediate levels will contribute to the transition
am htudes. The 'So ground state is a mixture of 6s,
5d, and 6p configurations, so apparent two-electron
jumps are allowed. For example, the transitions
6s 'So—Sd6p Di and Pi occur with oscillator strengths

f;k of order -0.01 for each transition. '3 In general, the
three-photon transitions will proceed via all bound and
continuum intermediate states such that
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For the case of circularly polarized light, the selection
rules require M= 1 and hmJ ——+ 1 where the plus (minus)
sign applies for right- (left-) handed ellipticity. Three-
photon ionization will procexxi via all intermediate states
such that
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the experiment. Optical components:
BS, beam splitter; FPI, Fabry-Perot interferometer; GLP, Gian
laser prism; ND, neutral-density filter; PBE, prism beam ex-

pander; SBC, Soleil-Babinet compensator. Electronic com-
ponents: CEM, channel electron multiplier; CV, charge-to-
voltage preamplifier; PD, p-i-n photodiode; TP, thermopile.
The dye laser [C-480-(1X 10 )M] was pumped by the third
harmonic of a Nd: YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) laser (Quan-
ta Ray DCR-2 at 10 pps).
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tioned immediately after the Soleil-Babinet compensator
(SBC) and lens. Care was taken to compensate for losses

of the cell entrance window and beam steering mirror so
that absolute errors of the pulse energies are & 5%. Dur-

ing a scan, measurements of the relative laser pulse energy

were made with a calibrated photodiode and CV pream-

plifier. Temporal characteristics of the pulses were moni-

tored with a fast photodiode assembly (HP-4220 with rise
and fall times r„,rl- 1 20 psec) coupled to a 1-GHz oscil-
loscope (TEK 7104}.

Wavelength calibrations were obtained by concurrently
monitoring the optogalvanic signal from a uranium hol-

low cathode discharge tube (HCDT) and the transmission
signal of a temperature-stabilized Fabry-Perot etalon.

Data acquisition was performed with an LSI 11/23
minicomputer equipped with a 16-bit, multichannel
analog-to-digital converter (ADC}. The pulsed signals
were time averaged with boxcar integrators (PAR
162/164 and Evans Associates 4130} and their outputs
were sampled by the ADC.

For completeness, a detailed discussion of noteworthy
characteristics, procedures, or problems with the ap-
paratus is given below.

larization, while intermediate degrees of elliptical polari-
zation were obtained between these positions.

2. Light flux measurements

The average laser intensity I impinging on the atomic
beam was calculated from measurements of the beam pro-
file and divergence. The spatial profile of the dye laser
was first measured photometrically by mechanically scan-
ning a single element photodiode across an expanded iin-

age of the beun. The profile was elliptical with a major
to minor axis ratio of 1.3:1. During the course of experi-
ments, the profile was monitored by measuring burn pat-
terns. A full angle beam divergence of =0.56 inrad
+35%%uo was calculated from measurements of the beam
spread. A 25-cm focal length, double-convex spherical
lens focused the dye-laser pulse to a calculated beam di-
ameter of 140 pm (+35go) at the focal point. A 0.5-mJ
pulse is calculated to produce I0-1.1 GW/cm at the fo-
cal center. The intensity of the laser was varied by adding
neutral density (ND) filters before the second Gian polar-
izing prism. The addition of the ND filters did not affect
the burn-pattern profiles to any visually evident extent.

1. Dye laser

Li ht pulses with a time-averaged bandwidth b=0.10
cm [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] were gen-
erated with a Littman double-grating oscillator' and am-
plified through two stages of transversely pumped dye
cells. The bandwidth of the laser was studied with a
moderate-finesse (F=80) Fabry-Perot interferometer and
actually consisted of -3—4 frequency modes per pulse;
each mode, designated by i, had a bandwidth Is; &0.01
cm ' and the modes were equally spaced =0.02 cm
apart. (This spacing corresponds to the longitudinal free
spectral range of the oscillator cavity. ) The central mode
was dominant in general, but its frequency fluctuated on a
shot-to-shot basis to give b=0.10 cm '. Figure 3(a)
shows a time-averaged spectruin of the dye laser. The
temporal structure of the dye-laser pulses was quite com-
plex at the 1-ns time scale as shown in Fig. 3(b). The
resolved temporal fluctuations manifested a -600-MHz
beat frequency which is consistent with the mode spacing
noted previously.

The output of the dye laser was filtered with air-spaced
Gian polarizing prisms (Karl Lambrecht). The laser light
produced by the dye-laser osrillator was linearly polarized
to a high degree (s p & 10 } so the Gian prisms acted
primarily as partial filters of the randomly polarized
spontaneous dye fluorescence ( & 12.5%%uo of the total pulse
energy after the second Gian prism and iris). The ellipti-
city of the filtered light was changed using a Soleil-
Babinet compensator (Karl Lambrecht BSA-13-6). The
compensator spacing was adjusted for A,/4 wave retarda-
tion, for a given wavelength range, by tuning the laser to a
two-photon resonant transition with a J =0+ state and
nulling the ionization signal with the fast axis of the com-
pensator set at +45' to the incident plane of linear polari-
zation. Linear polarization was maintained with the fast
axis set parallel (orthogonal) to the incident plane of po-
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FIG. 3. Dye-laser characteristics: (a) time-averaged spec-
trum of the dye laser, (b) dye-laser temporal behavior. The re-
sults are typical for the scans given in this work.
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This same dye laser and optical train would produce
second-harmonic generation (SHG) with a conversion effi-
ciency of =1.1% in a C-cut KPB crystal (Inrad) when
+=4860 A and Io-2 GW/cm . Measurements of SHG
may provide a reliable means to monitor spatial profile
variations, but was unavailable for use during this work.

3. I'requency calibration

The absolute energy scales for the MPI spectra were ob-
tained from a least-squares fit of the optogalvanic effect
(OGE) spectra to a quadratic function of the wave-
number values of an emission line atlas. ' The emission
line positions were obtained with a different HCDT
(Westinghouse, WL-36077) than that used in this work
(Instrumentation Laboratory, No. 62826); however, in-
dependent calibrations indicate any instrumental offsets
are &0.005 cm '.'6 The error in the absolute wave-
number calibration of ZvL was typically &0.07 cm
when there were four or more unblended uranium lines
uniformly spanning an MPI spectrum. Additional fre-
quency marks were provided by monitoring the transmis-
sion of a temperature-stabilized interferometer (drift
&0.05 cm '/hr). Relative variations of spectral features
could thus be calibrated to &0.05 cm ' for most sets of
scans.

4. Atomic beam

A thermal be;un of Ba atoms was produced with a
resistively heated crucible and collimation orifices. Angu-

lar spread of the beam was kept &0.1 rad so that residual
Doppler broadening of the spectra was &0.06 cm
Coaxial, bifilar heating wire (Amperex, Therm ocoax
INCI15) was used with the electric current constrained to
return along the sheath to help minimize stray magnetic
fields. The temperature of the oven was monitored with a
thermocouple press fitted into a recess in the crucible as
close to the sample as possible.

The crucible assembly was operated typically at
(660+2)'C for all spectra presented in this work. Calcula-
tions of the effusive parameters were based on number
density measurements inside the crucible which were
based on the barium vapor density equation. ' The profile
of the beam was established from thin film interference
patterns that developed on a quartz window positioned
directly above the beam/detector assembly. The noted
operating temperature resulted in a maximum number
density n,„(r=0)=2.9X10 (atoms/cm ) at the focal
center. The atomic beam density fell off radially as
1 —r/r~ where ro ——0.32 cm was the calculated cutoff ra-
dius of the beam at the focal position.

The single most important consideration for obtaining
high-quality two-photon resonant, three-photon ionization
of barium is the surface preparation of the even assembly.
It was discovered, accidently, that the oven assembly must
have an extremely durable and complete oxide coating in
order to obtain clean MPI spectra. It is speculated that
the oxide coating inhibits the rate of thermionic emission
by the oven assembly.

The initial sets of MPI measurements were performed
with unoxidized stainless-steel oven assemblies that were
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FIG. 4. Anomalous resonances due to excited Ba atoms. Shown is an MPI spectrum obtained with an unoxidized stainless-steel
oven and Io-0.5 G%/cm . The baseline is shown for the case of no light.
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thoroughly cleaned and outgassed at elevated tempera-

tures (T)900'C, P g5X10 Torr) before being loaded

with a charge of barium. The MPI spectrum obtained

with these assemblies consisted of a series of photoioniza-
tion resonances from excited states of Ba and a substantial

background ionization signal superimposed with a weak

MPI spectrum. Figure 4 shows an example of such a
spectrum.

Many of the resonances were identified with one-

photon transitions from P& states of the 5d configura-
tion to Sdnp and Sdnf autoionization states above the 6s
ionization limit. ' Several of these resonances were reex-

amined at higher resolution and were found to manifest
Beulter-Fano profiles that were asymmetrically broadened

to higher frequencies like those reported for the
6s 'So Sd—np Pi photoabsorption spectra. '

A possible mechanism for excitation of the Sd' states is

recombination from Ba+ ions produced by electron im-

pact with thermionic electrons. It was noted that MPI
spectra obtained without a bias field exhibited no evidence

of these resonances, whereas all MPI spectra obtained

with bias fields (a & 10-V potential difference existed be-

tween the bias field plate and crucible in this work)

showed some evidence of anomalous resonances and

greater shot noise.
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III. RESULTS

Examples of the MPI spectra are shown in Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b), respectively, for the cases of linearly and circu-
larly polarized light fields. The MPI signal was measured
as a function of the laser frequency for fixed light intensi-
ty. The data shown in Figs. 5 were obtained with the
capacitor detector using a dc bias field of 8 V/cm. Fig-
ures 6(a) and 6(b) show a closeup of the spectrum near the
5d7d perturber. These spectra were obtained under near-

ly bias-free conditions ( &0.2 Vicm) using the CEM detec-
tor."

The disappearance of MPI resonances corresponding to
J=O intermediate states, for the case of circularly polar-
ized light, is an obvious consequence of the angular
momentum selection rules. What is very striking, howev-
er, is the variation of the resonance line shapes with
changing ellipticity of light polarization. For the case of
linearly polarized light, all resonant MPI spectra were
asymmetrically broadened toward longer, red wave-
lengths. The magnitude of the linewidths (FWHM) and
asymmetry were independent of the n or l quantum num-
bers probed in this study. Using circularly polarized
light, the resonances associated with the 6snd 'Dq states
significantly narrowed by a factor of 2 and manifested an
asymmetry toward shorter, blue wavelengths. By con-
trast, resonances associated with the 6snd Dq states no-
ticeably broadened by a factor of 3 further to the red.

Figure 7 shows the progressive alteration of the
resonant MPI line shapes with changes of the ellipticity of
light polarization. A noticeable minimum of ionization
between the J=2 doublets develops for the case of circu-
larly polarized light. These data were obtained with the
parallel-plate capacitor. An additional resonance feature
was partially resolved in the spectra and its wave-number
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FIG. 6. MPI spectra: (a) bnear polarization, (b) circular po-
larization. These data were obtained with the CEM detector
without a bias field and Io-1.1 GW/cm .

FIG. 5. MPI spectra: (a) linear polarization, (b) circular po-
larization. An 8-V/cm dc bias was used to collect the ions and
Ip 1.5 GW/cm at the focal center. A 1-V signal amplitude
corresponds to S.OX 10' ions {+10k).
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2. Circular polarisatr'on

The intensity behavior of these same spectra, using cir-
cularly polarized light, is shown in Fig. 11. The reso-
nance associated with the 'D2 state broadens asymmetri-
cally to the blue with increasing intensity but its peak po-
sition and the minimum remain nearly fixed within the
experimental limits of calibration. In contrast, the reso-
nance associated with the D2 state noticeably broadens
and shifts to the red.

The intensity dependence of the 6s22d 'D2 resonance
linewidth y (FWHM) and peak height are shown in Fig.
12. At low intensities, the peak height scaled nonlinearly
(=I' ) with light intensity, whereas the integrated ion
yield for the 'Di resonance scaled quadratically with in-

tensity. This implies the linewidth should scale slower
than linear, which was the case at low intensities (-I ' ).
Figure 13 shows the intensity dependence of the integrat-
ed ion yields. Results are shown for each resonance since
they can be resolved clearly. Again, the 'Di resonance
shows evidence of saturation at light intensities where the
peak and total ion yields are comparable to the total
ground-state population in the focal volume.

0
0 0 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 !.0

LASER PULSE ENERGY (m J}

FIG. 9. (a) Intensity dependence of the MPI linewidths
(FWHM): X, 6s 23s 'So, , 6s 22 'D&. (b) Intensity dependence
of the 6s 22d 'Dq peak height.

B. Relative measurements of the photoion yield

Measurements of the MPI spectra were obtained with
the CEM detector far light intensities sufficient to detect
the weaker 6sns 'So features, but not strong enough to
cause evident saturation effects of the stronger 6snd
features. The integrated MPI signals are given in Tables
I—III; the data are normalized to the integrated signal for
the 6s 22d 'D2 resonance obtained with linear polarization

was platted since the individual resonances were not en-

tirely resolved at the highest intensities. Evidence of sa-
turation is also apparent at the highest light intensities
used. It is attributed to ground-state depletion of Ba
atoms in the focal volume, because the rolloff occurs
when the total photoion yield -nm X(focal volume).

l2—

IO—

CIRCULAR POLARIZATION

V)l-
o s—

C4

4
Cl

LaI

Z0
0
lU

2—

lX

UJ

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I0

LASER PULSE ENERGY (m J }

Z 6—
C9

I I

4 I 730 4l 740
ENERGY/HC (cm l)

FIG. 10. Intensity dependence of {integrated ion yield 6s 22d
doublet)'.

FIG. 11. MPI spectra {6s22d J=2) vs light intensity; circu-
lar polarization. Other parameters identical to Fig. 8.
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FIG. 12. Intensity dependence of the 6s22d 'D2 resonance
linewidth {F%'HM) and peak height for the case of circular po-
larization. O

4J

Ip

0

and I0-1.1 GW/cm~. Also listed are the peak positions
of the resonances.

Sources of error for the ion yield stem principally from
two instrumental effects when the resonances can be clear-
ly resolved.

(1) A nonlinearity of the CEM detection efficiency,
perhaps due to space-charge effects at the aperture, leads
to a reduction of the peak signal strength for the stronger
resonances studied. The linearity of this detector was
calibrated against results from the parallel-plate capacitor.
The linearity of the latter should be better than 0.2% (the
preamplifier and amplifier linearity) in the absence of
background scattering since its dimensions are substan-
tially larger than any drift dimensions of the ions. The
noted error resulted in & 5% reductions for the strongest
resonances when n &21 and &5% errors when n &21.
Stark mixing effects preclude using the parallel-plate
detector for measurements of photoion yield when n & 25.

(2) Signal-averaging procedures and finite sampling
rates tended to reduce the integrated signal. This effect is
line-shape dependent and was experimentally assessed by
rescanning selected features at "quasistatic" rates. Pro-
cessing errors are = 5%%uo for the case of linear polarization.
They are & 5% for the broad features and —10% for the
narrowest features in the case of circular polarization.
Thus for well-resolved resonance profiles, the relative er-
rors are generally -10—15% for 6sns 'So, —10—15%
for resolved D2 states, n &27; 15—20% for 'D2, n &30
(linear polarization), and 15—25% (circular polarization).
Larger relative errors occur when the resonances are
blended with neighboring features.

( Z
2i0 )

lp
a .1O-( lPO

LASER PULSE ENERGY (m J)

FIG. 13. {a) Intensity dependence of {integrated ion yield)'
6s 22d 'D2. (b) Intensity dependence of (integrated ion

yield)': X, 6g 22d D2.

IV. THEORY

An analysis of the MPI resonance profiles which in-
cludes bandwidth and saturation effects will not be at-
teinpted in this work since the present simplified analysis
gives a clear indication of the physics involved. Profile
calculations mll be made assuming a square pulse output
of monochromatic light for the laser. A time-dependent
perturbation am+lysis is used to calculate the probability
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TABLE I. Peak positions and integrated ion yield for two-photon resonant, three-photon ionization

of EJ =0 intermediate levels; linear polarization, Io-1.1 G%/cm .

Designation

Scf7d Po
6s 18s 'So
6s 19s 'So
6s 20s 'So
6s 21s 'So
6s 22s 'So
6s 23s 'So
6s 24s 'So
6s 25s 'So
6s 26s 'So
6s 27s 'So
6s 29s 'So
6s 30s 'So
6s 31s 'So

Peak position, ZvL

(+0.15 cm ')

b
b

41 534.9
41 595.4
41 645.65
41 688.5
41 723.75
41 754.75
41 780.7
41 803.4
41 823.1

41 855.9
41 869.55
41 881.5

Integrated MPI rate'
(rel. units)

1.22
0.28
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.115
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.03

'Normalized with respect to the integrated ionization rate for the 6s22 D2 resonance (linear polariza-
tion).
OEG spectra were not available for calibration.

amplitudes as, ai, and a2 for the ground state and two
near-resonant intermediate states. In this analysis, state

l
1 & refers to the lower-energy level of the J=2 doublets.

The transition probability for ionization is obtained in
terms of these amplitudes as

~;..=1—(
I us I

'+
I ui

I

'+
I
u2 I

')

I V&~ =u (t)
I g &+& (t)

I 1&+ac«) 12 &

+ g JdEozk(t) l
Ek&, (6)

where the a;(t) are the interaction picture probability am-
plitudes. The index k in the sum of continuum states ac-

It is assumed that losses from these states to other states
by collisions or radiative transitions are negligible in com-
parison to the photoionization rate. For comparison, the
radiative rates out of the 6snd J=2 states are & 5X10
sec ' for n & 16. In contrast, it will be shown presently
that photoionization rates out of these states are &10
sec ' when I= 1 GW/cm .

The Hamiltonian for the system is taken to be

H =Hz —P E(t),
where the coupling of the field and atom is approximated
by the electric dipole interaction. Here H„ is the field-
frce atomic Hamiltonian, p is the atomic electric dipole
operator, and the electric field operator E(t) is given as

E(t)= N'oe +c.c.

[The value of the electric field (in MKS units) is given by
I =(ceo/2)E An intensity I.=l GW/cm converts to
an electric field E=O.SSX10 a.u. in the rest frame of
the atom. )

The time-dependent Schrodinger equation is solved in
the usual way by expanding the wave function as

counts for multiple ionization continua. The probability
amplitudes are solved using the Fourier expansion

00

ai(t) = g a "'(t)e

to remove the explicit time dependence of the perturbation
(equivalent to the rotating-wave approximation). The
series is solved iteratively with the initial condition

l
l/J &g —Q

——
l g & to yield the following recursion relation for

the harmonic amplitudes a "'(t):

ifui ';"'(t) =(E; nkcot —)a "'(t)

—g &i
I p N'ol j&a)"-"(t)

J

—2 &t l~ I'o
l J &uj'"+ "(t)

(The sum over dipole-allowed intermediate states
l j& is

understood to include continuum states as well. ) The
series solution of Eq. (7) is truncated to a few terms since
az'o'(t), ap'(t), and a~i '(t) are expected to be the only
large amplitudes. Use of the ansatz

u'"'(t) =r'"'(t)e '""
J J (9)

gives

i A +E f—uuL E a—' "(t)—.
df, J J

= —
&j l

p, I'o
l g &a s"(t), (loa)

ta +E,+r—, E, r,'+ "(—t)
dt

&j le.~'o
I g &~,"'(t—)

&j II @'o
I
»~ V'(t)——&j IV @"1»~z"«),

(10b)
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TABLE II. bJ=2 resonance positions and integrated ion yield: linear polarization, Io 1.1

6%'/cm .

Designation

6s 17d D2
'D

Peak position, 2vL

(+0.15 cm ')
Integrated MPI rate'

(rel. units)

0.125
1.44

6s 18d D2
D2

6s 19d 3D2
'D

6s 20d D2
'D

41 560.7
41 566.9

41 617,25
41 622.2

41 664.25
41 668.2

0.11
1.39

0.13
1.25

0.135
1.20

6s 21d D2
'D

41 703.9
41 707.1

0.18
1.11

6s22d 3Dq
1D

41 737.1
41 739.8

0.11
1.00

6s 23d D2
1D

41 766.3
41 768.2 1.00'

6s 24d D2
1D

41 790.7
41 792.5 1.03'

6s 25d D2
1D

41 811.4
41 812.9 0.98'

6s26d 'Dq
1D

41 828.8
41 831.4 1.00'

5d7d 'D~

6s 27d D2
ID

41 841.0
41 847.4
41 851.3

0.435
0.12
0.07

6s28d ' DR

Sd 7d P2
6s29d 'D2
6s 30d 3'Dq

6s31d 'Dg
32d 3, 1D

6s33d 'D2
6s34d 'D2
6s 35d 3'D2
6s 36d 3'Dq

41 864.0
41 867.95
41 876,3
41 887.3
41 897.5
41 906.6
41 914.9
41 922.4
41 929.2
41 935.5

0.36'
0.01'
0.35'
0.34'
0.30'

'Normalized with respect to the 6s 22d 'D2 resonance.
bOGE spectra were not available for calibration.
'Values are given for entire multiplet since the resonances were not fully resolved.

i h +Es +3fico—t Eq aj(3'(t)— .
dt

&i I S I'o
I
»a P'(t—) —0 II .I'o

I
»a 0'«) (10c)

fox the time development of the intermediate-state ampli-
tudes. It is assumed that N'o(t), as '(t), and a Pz(t) are

slowly varying in comparison to the energy differences
Es+fauL EJ, etc. , since the —latter are & 10' sec ' for
the levels considered.

Equations (10a)—(10c) are then integrated formally and
substituted into Eqs. (Sa)—(Sc) for the even-parity state
amplitudes. Only terms with low-frequency modulation
are retained to give an effective Hamiltonian for the in-
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TABLE III. LA=2 resonance positions and integrated ion yield; circular polarization, I0-1.1

GW/cm .

Designation

6s 17d D2
'D

Peak position, WvL

(+0.15 cm ')
Integrated MPI rate'

(rel. units)

0.82
1.64

6s 18d D2
1D

41 560.3
41 S67.1

O.S3
1.83

6s 19d D2
'D

41 616.9
41 622.5

0.45
1.04

6s20d 3Dq

1D

6s 21d D2
1D

41 663.5
41 668.6

41 703.1
41 707.4

0.53
1.00

0.50
0.78

6s 22d D2
1D

41 736.4
41 740.15

0.49
0.70

6s 23d D2
'D

41 764.9
41 768.3

0.51
0.64

6s 24d 'D2
1D

41 789.6
41 792.65

0.41
0.62

6s25d 'D2
'D

41 810.8
41 813.4

0.49
0.47

6s 26d 'D2
1D

41 828.5
41 831.8

0.64
0.32

5d 7d D2
6s27d 3D2

1D

41 840.8
41 847.9
41 850.6

0.48
0.11
0.12

teraction of the even-parity levels as

a' '(t)—= iQ, a P—'(t) —iQ a' '(tt),
dt

(1 la)

&1IS ~'o li&&J Ie I'ol »
E &co E-

J g+

ib, +yi—i a P'(t)
&ll I'@'o

I J &&1 IP'I'o
~

1&

Es + fin) L EJ—(13)

i (5coi2 ——iyi2)a '2 '(t) i Qjga I '(t), —(1 lb)

——i(x+5)+y» a',"(t)
ct

i (5coi2 i y&2}a—I '(t) i—Q2ga g '(t) . —(11c)

The terms are identified below. The three resonant lev-
els experience light shifts given as

A'5cos ——
&g l~ @'ol j'&&1' IS @'o lg&

i E ficoL E——
J

and similarly for 5tozz with the appropriate indices
switched. The sums include a Cauchy principal part in-
tegral, denoted by P, of odd-parity continuum states.
These level shifts are incorporated into the effective equa-
tions of motion with the identities

M, =—Eg +A'incog +2AcoL —E) —Aco) ),
A'6=—E) +fr 5co) ) —E2 —A'5ar22 .

The two-photon Rabi rates Q,g to states ~1& and
~

2& are
given as

&g I F ~'o
I i & &J I P ' I'o

I g &+ E +Aver —E. (12) RQ;g ——
&t IS ~'olj&&i IS I'olg&

Eg +ficoL —EJ
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TABLE III. (Continued)

Designation
Peak position, ZvL

(+0.15 crn ')
Integrated MPI rate'

(rel. units)

6s 28d D2
D2 41 863.9

0.02
0.24

6s29d 'D2
'D 41 876.6

0.04
0.23

6s 30d D2
1D 41 887.7

0.09
0.19

6s31d 'D2
'D 41 897.9

0.08
0.17

6s 32d Dq
1D 41 906.95

0.08
0.155

6s 33d D2
'D 41 915.3

6s 34d 'D2
1D 41 922.9

6s35d 'D~
1D 41 929.7

6s 36d 'D2

1D 41 936.05

6s 37d D2
1D 41 941.8

6s 38d D2
'D 41 947.25

'Normalized with respect to the 6s 22d 'D2 resonance (linear polarization).
OGE spectra were not available for calibration.

The (half) rates for photoionization out of these states are

(15)

This is recognized simply as Fermi's golden rule where
the density of final states is incorporated in the matrix
element by requiring an energy normalization of the con-
tinuum wave functions. Two additional terms 5toiz and

yi2, similar in form to Raman scattering amplitudes, are
given as

The real quantity of the Raman coupling 5coi2 is inter-
preted as a scattering amplitude through bound levels, the
first term of which predominantly weights contributions
due to autoionization levels such as 6pnd J =1 and/or
3 for linear or circular polarization. The second quanti-

ty, yi2, is the imaginary scattering amplitude through
continuum states. In the spic:ial case of one continuum,
the latter quantity reduces to

712 V Xll/Y22 ~

& I I) @'o li&&i IS
.N'o I»

A5~» p-—
Eg + 3AcoI —E~

+
J F. +Pier —E-J

(16)
g =5coi2/pig . (19)

We introduce a new parameter q which measures the cou-
pling of the near-resonant intermediate states in terms of
the signed ratio

Wiz=~X & I
I
V.~'o IEk & &Ek II N'o

I
2& I z=z, +3+.,

The rate of three-photon ionization I (t) is given for-
mally as
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I ( t) = —P; = —2 Re[(u s(
"a I' ')+ ((2 P"(2 I ')

dt

+(u (2)+u (2))] (20a)

This can be rewritten in a more recognizable form using
Eqs. (1la}—(1lc) to give

r«)= tY)) I& i"(t}I'+Y22Iu2'«) I'

+2Re(Y)2a '12"a
2 ')] .

When there is only one continuum available for ionization
this reduces to

D =(~+1Y) i)(~+&+1Y22) I ~)2 I
'+

I
Y)21'

+2i Re(Y,2&a(2) . (21c}

These solutions do not account for depletion of the
ground state. More significantly, the validity of a
stationary-state approximation is questionable for the case
of two-photon resonant, three-photon ionization if

Qr 'g It vol be shorn, how&ever, that these restrictive
solutions do yield model profiles which reasonably ap-
proximate experimental data and that the salient features
can be understood in terms of a few parameters.

I
V'y 1 itT P'(t)+ V'Y22tT 2"'(t)

I

'
~ (20c) 8. Linear polarization

A. Circular polarization

In succeeding sections, model calculations are provided
using Eq. (20c) for the rate of MPI with circularly polar-
ized light. The intermediate resonant-state amphtudes are
obtained using the approximation ag(0)=1 for all times
and assuming there is a stationary-state case with

a '; '(t) « Y;l(2
( ), etc. This yields the following solutions

for the resonant amplitudes:

(2) (~+5+ Y22)~lg+(Se)12 1 Y12)+2g
0 ) D

(~+1'Y11)f12g +(&0)2—1 F12)~lg
Q2

D

(21a)

(21b)

The latter two forms for the rate of MPI indicate more
clearly that channel interference will take place between
the near-resonant states

~
1) and I 2).

Evidence of interference is expected to be less pro-
nounced for the case of linear polarization because there
are two incoherent pathways to ionization. As a result, an
additional set of final-state probability amplitudes (2EJ
must be solved to yield a total ionization rate I r of the
OHIl

2 f—« luEJ I'
1=1 3

(22)

A detailed analysis of the MPI profiles in terms of Eq.
(22) will be left to later work. Instead, analysis of the pro-
files is given by a rate-equation formulation for an isolat-
ed resonance since interference effects are not evident in
the data. The MPI rate I'2+" is given in terms of the
two-photon Rabi rate Q(s) of the bound-bound transition
and the excited-state photoionization rate Y, as

(2+1) r, /r,
4 ' (~s-2&L+Sg)2+(rf/2)2+(Q(2))2rt/rl (23)

I,=A +yL +y„. (24)

Here A is the spontaneous radiative decay of the excited
state, and YL represents the effective linewidth of the
two-photon transition due to the laser bandwidth (YL, -2b
for a chaotic field). The longitudinal rate of relaxation I l
includes all processes which affect the population of the
resonant state and is taken to be

As noted in the Introduction, the resonance condition 5
for the bound-bound transition is modified to include the
set quadratic shift S& of the bound levels. The transverse
relaxation rate I, due to phase-changing processes is tak-

U. MODEL CALCULATIONS

A. Effective matrix elements; circular polarization

Estimates for the effective operators of Eqs.
(lla) —(llc) are calculated using empirical values for the
transition matrix elements based on lifetime and oscillator
strength data. This is done by making use of the relation

/

(a'J'M'
[ er e

f
aJM ) /

'2J' 1 J 3 tie 2J+1—M' E M f(J,J'),
2 p7l& COgg'

I I-A+@„.
where f(J,J') is the absorption oscillator strength from
state J to J'.
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1. Quadratic shifts

The ground-state shift vs ( =ores/2rrc) takes the form

1 gg 1
vg

——1.13X10 g—
3 0jg O'L —Ojg

+ —I(GW/cm ) cm
1 2

~iS+~L

(26j

where oL is the laser frequency and crag is the field-free
spacing between the ground and intermediate electric-
dipole-allowed states, both in wave numbers. The series is
truncated to include only those levels given in Table IV.
For the situation of a laser tuned near the 6s22d J=2
doublet, vs-1.05 cm ' (GW/cm ) '. Effects of the
unaccounted J =1 states should amount to less than a
2% reduction of this value since 98% of the total valence
oscillator strength is accounted for by the first six levels.

Evaluation of the near-resonant intermediate-state
shifts proceeds similarly except there is the necessity to
include odd-parity autoionization levels. The principal
part integral of the first term of Eq. (13) weights virtual
transitions between the 6snd J =2+ bound levels and
doubly excited J =3 levels near the 6p&/2 3/2 ionization
limits. It is estimated by assuming the dominant matrix
elements involve virtual transitions between the 6snd and
6pnd levels since it has been shown that f values for these
transitions are comparable, respectively, to the 6s~/2-
6p i /2 3/2 ionic transitions of —,

'
and —'

, ." These matrix
elements are calculated using coupling formulas for re-
duced matrix elements between two-electron wave func-
tions and assume like Ref. 11 that the transition proceeds
between the core electrons. The second term in Eq. (13)
weights virtual transitions to J =1 bound states and its
effect is expected to be negligible by comparison since

f(6s 6p 'Pi 6snd J=2) &—5 X 10 for n ) 16 (based on
lifetime data of Ref. 24). Possible exceptions to this are
6snd states with large admixture of the 5d71'D2 state
which radiatively decay at rates -5X10 sec '. This
would yield a maximum red shift -0.07 cm ' (GW/cm2)
if this were all due to the 5d 6p Di state (and smaller still
if the total radiative rate is spread over all 5d 6p J"=1
states).

The influence of the second term in Eq. (13) (including
the principal part contribution) is neglected and the

TABLE IV. Bound J = 1 intermediate states used to calcu-
late vg.

excited-state quadratic shifts v;; ( =5—ru;;/27rc) take the ap-
proximate form

0 667 ~ Js

21952, ) ol,

+- '
— I(GW/cm ) cm

0.333 J3 2 —1

20261 o.L3

where

3 =av'2/5 —pv'3/5,

B =a v'3/5+ pv'2/5 .

Similarly, the 6pnd J=3 levels are taken to be

I
J "= 3 ) =/1'

I
3/2, 5/2) +B' 3/2, 3/2),

(29a)

(29b)

(30a)

I

J' '= 3 ) = B'
I
3/2, 5/2) —+ A

'
I
3/2, 3/2), (30b)

I
J ' = 3 ) = 1

I
1/2, 5/2 ) .

Values of A'=0.900 and 8'=0.436 were assigned so that
the calculated ratio of line strengths

1&J'"I» I2& I'
(2)» 2) 2

for 16(n & 22 in accordance with recent
measurements. '""' The angular terms are calculated from
standard coupling formulas for reduced matrix elements
which give

(27)

The terms are due to virtual transitions to the J =3
levels belonging to the 6@3/2nd 3/2 5/3 series and the
6p ~/2nd 5/2 series. The energy detunings are denoted
crL, =—3vL —v,g (cm '). The j, terms are angular factors
which are sensitive to the amount of singlet-triplet mixing
of the 6snd J=2 doublet.

Previous work indicates this mixing is such that

I
2) =a

I
6snd 'D. ) +p I

6snd 'D ) +y! 5d 71 'D2 ),
I
1)= —p I

6snd 'D2) +a
I
6snd 'D, ) +y' 5d 7d 'D, )

with
I p I

(0.16 for n ) 16." ' For this work we choose
to rewrite the

I
6snd ) part of the wave functions in terms

of jj basis states:

I
2) =B

I
1/2, 5/2)+A

I
1/2, 3/2)+y! 5d7d 'D2),

(28a)

2 5/2& B', 1/2, 3/2)+y' 51'7d 'D2),

(28b)

Designation

6s6p Pl
6s 6p P 1

5d 6P 'D
1

5d 6p 'Pl
56 6p Pl
6s7p 'Pl

'Reference 13.

Level position
(cm ')

12 636.6
18 060.3
24 192.1

25 704. 1

28 554.3
32 547. 1

Absorption f values'

0.01
1.59
0.01
0.01
0.16
0.17

p, /, nd j"'=3
l
r!6s)/2nd J'''=2&

I

-j'"
I &6p3n I»II6sin & I

'

I &6p)/2«J =3
I

»
I
6s)/2«J

~J3 I &6pl/2 l»116si/2) I

'

with
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TABLE V. Calculated effective matrix elements arith I =1 GW/cm'.

16

20

Vg

(cm ')

1.05

(cm-')

—0.62

—1.04

&u
(cm ')

+ 0.95

+ 0.62

&iz

(cm ')

+ 1.35

+ 1.06

711
(cm ')

0.08

0.01

'722

(cm ')

0.11

0.01

712
(cm ')

—265

1.04 —1.23
—1.14'

+ 0.64
+ 0.55'

+ 0.88
+ 0.96'

0.03 0.01 —0.004
—0.004'

—220
—220'

1.03 —1.49
—1.25'

+ 0.78
+ 0.54'

+ 0.80
+ 0.87'

0.03 0.001 + 0.002
—0.002'

+ 400
—400'

1.02 —1.57
—1.49'

+ 0.77
0 73a

—0.57
0 53a

0.005 —0.004
—0.004'

+ 150
—150'

27

1.02

1.01

+ 0.57
—1.33'

—0.04
0 36a

—1.28
+ 0.62'

—0.66
—1.05'

+ 0.62
—0.49'

+ 0.96
0 72a

0.004

3X 10-4

0.007

0.003

+ 0.002
—0.002a

—7X 10-'
—2X 10-'

+ 310
+ 250'

—1X10'
—4X 10"

28 1.01 —0.37
—0.26'

—0.48
—0.58'

+ 1.18
+ 1.17'

0.003 0.003 —0.001
—0.001'

—1200
—1200'

0.99 —1.14 + 0.03 + 1.06 1X10-4 5x 10-' —4X 10-' —2800

'Values based on P from Table VI. Other values based on P from Ref. 26.

AA' SS'
3 2

AS' SA'3+2
;(1) 5 A2J3 —

&8

and, similarly, for state
~
2), with

.(2) SA ' AS'l1=
3

+
'2M' AA'

Jz
3 2

(31a)

(31b)

(32a)

(32b)

coefficients based on the photoabsorption measurements
of Ref. 2S. These calculated line strength ratios assume

~

6s 6p "'Pi ")=a'
~

6s 6p 'Pi ) +p'
(
6s 6p iP, )

=A
I 1/2, 3/2)+8"

i
1/2, 1/2),

A"=a'&2/3 —p'v 1/3, B"=a'& I /3+ p v'2/3

with p'=0. 107. This value was chosen by assuming the
assignment of p (Ref. 26) for the 6s20d J=2 doublet is
correct and then fitting A" and 8" to the photoabsorp-
tion data.

(32c)

Calculated values for the quadratic shifts are given in
Table V. The first set of calculated shifts is based on
values of p obtained from hfs measurements. s It was
noted that these values do not reproduce observed photo-
absorption ratios

[ ( 6snd J' '= 2
~

r
~

6s 6p 'P, ) (

( ( 6snd J'"=2
(
r

(
6s 6p 'Pi ) [

for principal quantum numbers n near the Sd 7d 'D2 per-
turber. The second set of calculated shifts is based on
values of p used to match the photoabsorption data.
Table VI gives values of R and the recalculated a and p

22
24
25
26
27
28

27.0
19.0
14.0
5.0
0.69
3.0

23.0

0.007
0.008
0.013
0.018
0.125
0.189
0.048

0.9709
0.9624
0.9498
0.8876
D.5692
0.7956
0.9619

0.225
0.2565
0.2914
0.4407
0.7423

—0.4219
—0.1635

'Reference 28.
bReference 26.

l

TABLE VI. Singlet-triplet mixing coefficients u and P based
on relative f values 8 =f (6s 6p 'P, 6snd 'Dz)/—
f(6s 6p 'P

~ 6snd 'Dz ). —
y2b
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2. Rabi rates

1.59 fi(
Q;g- 1.13X10 3

18060 c, ,

1/2

J) 1 Jg
X —M) x 0

J2' 1 Jj
—M2 x M)

The two-photon Rabi rates Q;s ( =Q;s/2mc) are calcu-
lated by considering only the contribution of the 6s 6p 'Pi
level to the sum in Eq. (14). Thus

combination of a discrete state P, , and one continuum
state )t(, as

4;=a,'P, ,+I b; g;de .

Unlike Ref. 30, we omit the factor v, in the first term
since the coefficients a and b are already energy normal-
ized. ' In this work, the discrete states P, (6pnd J"=3)
are represented with the jj coupling scheme using Eqs.
(30a)—(30c). Absorption occurs predominantly to the
discrete state so the energy dependence of the line strength
is taken to be""' '

X
1 I(GW/cm ) cm

crl —18060
(33)

Rg,E„=I(6 s i/) 2—
(v„')'

(35)

where f)l is the absorption oscillator strength for the
(6s 6p 'P

i )~(6snd J"=2) transition, o; i is the wave-

number difference for this transition, and there is the usu-

al wave-number detuning between the laser and intermedi-
ate state. The 3-j coefficients account for effects of light
polarization with x.=+1 and 0 for circular and linear po-
larization. It is noted that

( Qi 2) /Q(2) )
2

because of the second 3-j coefficient.
Experimental values of fi;(6s 6p 'Pi ~6snd J"'=2) do

not exist, so upper bounds for these values are inferred
from lifetime data assuming the radiative transitions
were entirely to the 6s 6p 'P& level. This yields

f('Pi =6snd J' '=2)-3.6X10 ', , (34)
&n

where v„' is the effective quantum number of the 6snd lev-
els. Values of v„' are determined in the usual way from

V2/ 3

(3Rcoi, —sgp) +(n V, /v~)
(39)

where 3eL, —e, z is the three-photon laser detuning (in ryd-
bergs} from the autoionization peaks. The discrete-
continuum interaction energy of the Ba 6pnd J =3 au-
toionization profiles is"

2mV, -0.11 Ry .

& aij i a2jzJ'
I

T
I a)j) a2J'2 J &

T J' 1 J )—MJ E MJ
(1)12

Values of v, z are given by the relation v, =p —5, wheie
5) -2.739 [Ref. 11(a)], 52-2.894 [Ref. 11(b)], and
53 2.760 [Ref. 1 1(b)], and the e, z are calculated from
Eq. (3S) with I(6pi/2) =62296.6 cm ' and I(6p3/2)
=63 987.4 cm

Following Ref. 30, transition matrix elements of the
form & 6pn'( =v, )l' J'

I
T

I
6snl J & are reduced as

where I(6si/2) =42035.0
cm '. For the case
Q2s(n =22)-0.055 cm
=0.015 cm

cm ' and RB,——109736.9
of circular polarization,

and Qis(22) =(P/a)02s(22)

Ji J2
X [(2J+1)(2J'+1)] J 1 j&

3. Photoionization rates
x &6p(j'i)l IT) I 16s)/2 &5u o(n, v, ) (40)

The photoionization (half) rate y» ( =—y) i/2nc) and y22
were calculated from the relation with

o;;F(photons/cm sec)
ll 2

sec

where the cross sections 0.;; are given by

(36}
(v„v, )'/ sin[@(v, —v„)]

O(n, v, ) =2
v, +v„m.(v, —v„)

(41)

(37a}

cTg =cT(a.u. )Ts cm2 2 (37b)

The sum accounts for contributions from the different
J =3 series. The calculations of Eq. (37a} follow that
of Ref. 30 with a few modifications. The final-state wave
functions ip,' (energy normalized) are written as a linear

This modification of the Kroenecker function
5„„i& ~500(n, v, ) allows for readjustment of the Ryd-
berg electron to new boundary conditions when the core
electron makes a transition. Values of the line strength

I &6pi/2, 3/2I IT II6si/2 & I are taken to be, respectively, 11
and 22 (a.u.).'

The photoionization cross sections o;; froin states
I

1&

and
I
2 & are calculated thus:
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2

o;;= col. (a u. ). g (a,') j,'" 0 (n, v, (3/2))S(6si/z —6@3/z)+(a3)j z'0 (n, v, (1/2))S(6s&/z —6p&/z) a.u. ,
s=l

(42)

where the second term appears when 3ficoL &e(6@i/z). The angular factors j,"' are obtained from Eqs. (31) and (32).
Values of y; ( =y;;/c) are given in Table V for an incident intensity I =1 GW/cm which corresponds to F-2.4X 10"
(photons/cm sec) at +=4800 A.

4. Eaman coupling terms

The real part of the Raman coupling term v, z (—:Roiz/2n. c) is evaluated like the quadratic shifts to give
~ I 12) ~ (12)

10s 0.667 ~ Js 0.333 Jz
21952, oL, 20261 O'L, 3

The terms are interpreted analogously like those of Eq. (27) but the angular terms j," ' are

(43)

~ (12)
J&

AA' BB'
3 2

BA' B'A3+2
Jz
'(l2) = AB' BA'3+2 AA' BB'

2 3

J&,
")= —,', AB.

The imaginary term T iz (—:yiz/2nc) is evaluated like the photoionization rates where

2

cr&z ——ezra(a. u. ) g (a,')j," ' 0 (n, v,(3/2))S(6s&/z —6P&/z)+(a&) jz' '0 (n, v, (1/2))S(6si/z —6Pi/z) a.u. (44)
137

Here the value of v„used in Oz is taken to be that of state ciated with state ~2}. In this example,
~ q ~

—10 pro-
duces a net blue shift with increasing intensity.

B. Model profiles, circular polarization

1. Plane-moue solutions

The infiuence of the real part of the Raman scattering
amplitude, 5roiz, is shown in Fig. 14. The results are ob-
tained using Eq. (20c) and assuming a plane-wave distri-
bution for the incident laser pulse, As noted previously,
cadiz and yiz are reexpressed by their signed ratio q. Three
profiles are shown for the cases of q = —10, 0, and + 10
which illustrate two characteristic effects of the Raman
coupling. First, the effect of a nonzero q is analogous to
that of a second-order perturbation; the resonant peaks are
repelled with increasing

~ q ~

. Second, the sign of q af-
fects the position of the interference node and the ratio of
the peak heights; a negative value of q yields a ratio of the
peak heights I'~z(2)/I'~„(1)-(Qzg/Qis) =(a/P) . Posi-
tive values of q push the node nearer to the field-free posi-
tion of state

~
1 }and reduce I ~z(1).

The peak positions are modified by the real part of the
Raman coupling which acts in conjunction with the quad-
ratic shift. The magnitude of the peak shifts for

~ q ~
&0

depends upon values of yii and yzz, so the magnitude of
peak shifts due to q is intensity dependent although q is
not. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 15 for varying light
intensities. It is notable that for this example vg & vz, so
without a Raman coupling due to autoionization levels
there would be a net red shift of the resonance peak asso-

2. Gaussian tauue solutions

I"(5)~2m I dr rl (E,I(r)) . (46)

Figure 16 shows calculations of this integral. It is as-
sumed for these results that yiz ——Qy&iyzz and yii ——yzz.
These model calculations illustrate that the inhomogene-
ously broadened resonance profile associated with state

~
2} remains narrow and "unshifted, " with increasing in-

tensity, while that of state
~

1 } is significantly broadened
and shifted to red. Interestingly, the power-law depn-
dence of the state

~

2 } peak heights, I &q' ~ I', is
recovered when values of q, yzz, vzz, and vg are chosen so
that the position of the state

~
2} resonance peak remains

independent of intensity. However, the model calcula-

The experimentally observed profiles are actually inho-
mogeneously broadened because of focusing. We assume
for these calculations that the laser is given by a TEMDO
Gaussian profile. Hence, the transverse intensity distribu-
tion is

1(r) 21 e zrz/wz—

where W is the laser waist. In this work, the Rayleigh
range of the focal volume is of order 3.5 cm whereas the
atomic beam diameter at the focal center is =0.64 cm, so
to good approximation the inhomogeneously broadened
MPI rate I" is given by
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5.0

FIG. 14. Model calculations of MPI for circular polarization and a plane-wave light distribution: o, q =+10.0; C3, q =0.0; ,
q = —10.0. The other model parameters are fixed: II' ——0.06 cm ', Air/Q, I=3, y~~ ——'Pii=0. 1 cm ', vr =1.0 cm, v, ~

———1.0
cm ', and Tq2 ——0.70 cm ' with I=1 GW/cm .

tions reproduce this behavior over a narrower range of in-
tensities than was observed for the data. It is also notable
that these model calculations do not reproduce the extend-
ed red wing behavior of the data for the resonance due to
state

~

1). The cause of the extended wing features is
traced in Sec. VI to temporal fluctuations ignored in this
analysis. Chaotic fields produced by multimode pulse dye
lasers exhibit large fluctuations in the field strength in
contrast to the simplistic assumption of a uniform tem-
poral pulse. Last, the near-resonant profile behavior was
found to be relatively independent of combinations of yiq
and q such that

~ yi2q ~

=const .

This is shown in Fig. 16 for the case of the state
~

1 ) reso-
nance but it also holds for state

~

2). A factor-of-5 reduc-
tion of yii, y22, and yi2 produce (50% changes of the
peak profile behavior.

C. Model profiles, linear polarization

Calculations of an inhomogeneously broadened, isolated
resonance proceed siinilarly. The results of Fig. 17 were
obtained by evaluating the integral of Eq. (46) using Eq.
(23) for the rate of MPI and Eq. (45) for the intensity dis-
tribution. The results in Fig. 17 are based on values such
that y„~yL, Q' ', A. The numerical results exhibited the
following intensity scaling laws for the MPI linewidth
y' +", peak photoion yield Fpk+", and total integrated
photoion yield S' +":

(2+ 1) I 1.00

l {2+1) I1.00
pk

S(2+1) I2.00

However, the model profiles always manifest a more ex-
tended blue wing in contrast to the data which show
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IQ

O
-6

N
z'
C)

-7
I0

-8
IQ

I

—5.0 —2.5 0 2.5 5.0
LASER DETUNING RELATIVE TO E( (cm )

I

7.5

FIG. 15. Intensity dependence of model calculations assuming a plane-wave light distribution: 0, I=0.5 G%/cm; , I=1.0
GW/cm; 0, I =2.0 GW/cm . Other model parameters are fixed: q = —12.0, Q2s 0 06 cm——'., Qi /Qis ——3, pii ——Pq2 ——0. 1 cm',

v ——1.2 cm ', T~~ ———0.45 cm ', and vs ——0.85 cm ' when I = 1 G%'/cm .

sharper onset of resonance near the field-free positions of
the intermediate states. One can reduce this discrepancy
by assuming smaller values for y„but then the scaling
laws are no longer recovered; in the limit y, «yL,
I'~~i,+"~I 'o. It is noted lastly that these model profiles
are quite sensitive to variations of the photoionization rate
y„as shown in Fig. 17(b).

VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Circular polarization

Calculations of inhomogeneous profiles show that the
resonance associated with state

~
2) will generally remain

narrow as a result of two effects. First, a quadratic shift
of state

~
2) due to the 6pnd J =3 levels nearly cancels

a corresponding shift of the ground state, so the net
separation of these two levels roughly equals the field-free
separation. Second, the real part of the Rarnan scattering
operator leads to a repulsion of the 6snd J=2 doublet
states. This effect is analogous to a second-order pertur-
bation and leads to nonquadratic shift behavior of the
doublet resonances. 'c The latter effect would also help ac-
count for the slight blue shift of state

~
2) observed in the

intensity-dependent studies of the n =22 doublet. Esti-
mates of Sco22—5cos for this state indicate it should mani-
fest an increasing red shift with increasing intensity in the
absence of a Raman coupling.
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FIG. 16. Intensity dependence of model calculations assuming a Gaussian field distribution I(r)=2Ioe 2' in Eq. (46): +,

IO=0. 5 GW/cm; a, Io 1.0 GW/cm; 0——, Io ——2.0 GW/cm. For these cases, q= —12.0, Qqe ——0.06 cm ', Q2e/Q~e=3,

y~~ ——pq2 ——0.1 cm ', vz ——1.2 cm ', v~~
———0.45 cm ', F2——0.85 cm ' when Io 1GW/cm . Mod——el calculations are shown (~ )

when y~ ~
——y22~0. 02 cm ', q ~—60.0, and Io——1.0 G%/cm, and other parameters as before.

Calculations for the quadratic shifts of the excited
states show the magnitude and sign of Sco» and A@22 are
dependent on the value of the singlet-triplet mixing coeffi-
cient p of the 6snd J=2 doublets. This mixing coeffi-
cient is strongly altered by CI in the vicinity of the
5d7d 'Pq perturber. Previous assignments of p (Ref. 26)
cause Lo22 to change sign with respect to the asymptotic
values when 26 & n (34 while 5'~ changes sign only for

n =26. By contrast, values of p based on fits of the rela-
tive absorption oscillation strengths f(6s 6p P& ~6snd
1=2) lead to a sign switch of the quadratic shifts at
n =27. The latter is indeed borne out by the experimental
data of Figs. 5b and 6b which show that the resonance
profiles of the n =27 doublet switch characteristics in
contrast to the behavior of the other doublets. Measure-
ments of the peak shifts of ~2) also bear this out, as
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are shown in Fig. 19 for comparison.
In contrast, the profile behavior associated with state

l
1) resonances alters near the 5d7d'D2 perturber. In

particular, the n =26 resonance has a much more distinct
minimum. This is consistent with the model calculations
shown in Fig. 14 which indicate the interference node is
pushed nearer state

l
1) for q & 0.

B. Linear polarization

The data do not show evident interference and coupling
effects between

l 1) and
l
2). The data can be fit by add-

ing, incoherently, two scaled profiles of an isolated peak.
It is presumed, thus, that the excited-state quadratic shifts
and 5aii2-0 and any couphng yi2 of the doublet states
due to continuum states cancels when summing over the
two channels of photoionization, so that Eq. (22) reduces
to

It is notable in this regard that peak positions of all reso-
nances inanifest nearly the same red shift as shown in Fig.
18. (A slight increase for n &30 is most probably an ar-
tifact of not sufficiently resolving the doublet states. ) It is
also inferred (based on results of model calculations) that

0 ii(n) =crz2(n) =cr22(n')

since there is little apparent variation of the profile asym-
metries with n, I, or S. The same, red asymmetry was ob-
served for all resonances which suggests its origin is due
to a common feature of the MPI process, the ac Stark

shift of the ground state. Assuming both are true, the in-
tegrated yield of each profile should provide a relative
measure of the two-photon Rabi rate to populate the in-
termediate states. Such data are presented in Fig. 20
where the total integrated yield of each doublet is plotted
relative to its effective quantum number of v„. The
asymptotic trend for n far from the perturber follows the
expected Rydberg scaling law v for f (6s6p 'Pi ~6snd
J =2}values.

Near the perturbing level, these data manifest a
dispersion-type profile quite characteristic of CI effects.
The effect of CI will mix the 6snd J=2 channels with
the Sdnd J=2 channels. Approximating for the case of
just two charmels, the wave functions mix as

l
6snd J=2') '= cos5

l
6snd ) —sin5

l
Sdn'd ),

l
Sdn'd J=2)'=sin5

l
6snd)+cos5

l
Sdn'd) .

Multichannel-quantum-defect-theory analysis treats the
addition of a perturber state as an accumulation of phase
and shows that observables such as 5(v„) vary smoothly
like a dispersion function from O~n for v„"around" the
perturber. [Previous analysis has shown that

l
y(v)

l
cc

l
sin5(v)

l
is given by a Lorentzian-like distri-

bution centered at the 5d 7d 'D& perturber. ]
The two-photon Rabi rate is actually a coherent super-

position of virtual transitions through all intermediate
J =1 states so interference is expected due to virtual
transitions through the 5d 6p J =1 levels. The magni-
tude of interference will be large if

f(5d6p J =1 —5d7d 'Dq)-0. 1

so that

f('So—6s 6p 'Pi )f (6s 6p 'P, 6snd 'Di )—

I,o—

(0) LINEAR POL

D2

6s I 6 4 I D2,
l

l

I

=f('So—Sd6p J"=1 )f(5d6p J =1 —5d7d'Di) .

The dispersion behavior in Fig. 20 is considered to be the
result of the variation of 5(v„); admixture of 5d7d 'Di
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FIG. 19. MPI spectra due to the 6s16d J=2 intermediate
resonances: (a) linear polarization, {b) circular polarization.
These data were obtained with the CEM detector and Io-1
G%'/cm . The two-photon energy scales are significant only in
a relative sense ( %0.1 cm ').

FIG. 20. MPI integrated ion yield (linear polarization) vs ef-
fective quantum number v . These data represent the total in-
tegrated ion yield of each 6snd J=2 doublet relative to the
n =22 data.
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will coherently add in the numerator of Eq. (14} on one
side of the perturbing state while destructively adding on
the other. A quantitative fit of the data requires more de-
tailed knowledge of f(6s 'So—5d 6p J~= 1 ) and

f(5d6p J =1 —6snd J=2) values.
This brings up an interesting point concerning assign-

ments of y and p. Previous analyses of y based on life-
time and level position data have shown that

~
y(v„)

~

is given by a I.orentzian-like distribution centered at the
perturbing state; however, analyses of p based on hfs mea-
surements find P(v„) follows a dispersive function cen-
tered near n =26, i.e., dp/dv-max at n =26.2 ' No
explanation for this apparent "discrepancy" has been
given. By contrast, results of this work suggest both y
and p are given by distributions centered at the perturber
position. The latter result seems more intuitively correct.

C. Bandwidth effects

The intensity-dependent behavior of the data obtained
with linear polarization was reproduced with the assump-
tion y, »yzL. However, order-of-magnitude calculations
yielded values y„-Q' '-0.05 cm '/GWcm which are
clearly smaller than the time-averaged bandwidth b of the
laser and the zero-intensity linewidth limit yL, -0.2
cm '=2b. The apparent contradiction can be resolved by
noting that the laser field actually consists of several
modes designated i, with mode bandwidth b; & 0.01
cm

Studies of resonant MPI in atomic hydrogen (using
linear polarized light} have shown that averages of the
rate description of Eq. (23} for a multimode laser are con-
sistent with our observed scaling laws when the photoioni-
zation rate is larger than the mode bandwidth. s More
generally, Ref. 35(b) showed I'&i, ~Q when y„&&(2bi}
and I ~q ~ Q when y„&&(2b; ) . In these studies, the laser
electric field is modeled as a superposition of modes,

E(t)=s(t) exp( itoot)+c—c.
e(t)=ps;exp( —t 2/r) ex(pi hto;t+P;—),

where e; are the amplitudes of each mode, hto; is the
longitudinal frequency spacing from c00, Pt the (random)
phase of each mode, and r the envelope duration of the
pulse. The values of P; were chosen to fit the calculated
mode beating to temporal fluctuations of I(t) very similar
in nature to those observed in our study [see Fig. 2.12 of
Ref. 35(b)]. The data of Ref. 35 are consistent with
chaotic field models which show that averages of the ioni-
zation rate of Eq. (1) over temporal fluctuations recover
the extended wing behavior of the MPI profiles. The
wing behavior is a consequence of stochastic fluctuations
of E(t) which can be several times larger than the mean
value for a single mode pulse. This effect is a homogene-
ous line-broadening process since all atoms see the same
temporal fluctuations, so it will cause greater enhance-
ment of the shifted wing than effects of spatial averaging.

Thus, knowing the structure of P; of the laser, the data
obtained with linearly polarized light could be reduced to
give absolute values of the bound-bound Rabi rate Q and
photoionization rate y, . This will be left for later

analysis. It is noted, though, that the intensity-dependent
behavior for both polarizations implies y, &2b;, even at
the lowest intensities studied, which implies a lower
bound value for o;;(n)&5)&10 ' cm, 16&n &40. This
is larger but not grossly inconsistent with values given by
Eq. (42).

VII. CONCLUSiON

Two-photon resonant, three-photon ionization spectra
of Ba have been measured for linear and circular polariza-
tion. Interference and coupling of the J=2 states of each
6snd doublet occurred when circularly polarized light is
used for excitation. This behavior has been treated with
an effective Hamiltonian which shows that the interfer-
ence node and resonance peaks are affected by a Raman
coupling which results primarily from the 6pnd J=3 au-
toionization levels. In the case of the 6snd J =2 states of
Ba the real part of the Raman coupling 5coiq is sufficient-
ly large that it produces nonquadratic light shift behavior.
The other notable feature of this model is that its effective
matrix elements depend on the singlet-triplet mixing coef-
ficient p in a manner which qualitatively inatches the
data. However, values of p based on these model calcula-
tions (and fits of photoabsorption data) differ with previ-
ous assignments ' for principal quantum numbers n
near the perturber. The cause of the disagreement is not
fully understood yet, but it suggests new efforts be made
to clarify the assignments. Toward this end, accurate rel-
ative measurements of the oscillator strengths

f(6s 6p 'pi 6snd J =—2) could provide a sensitive probe
of P.

Channel interference and Raman coupling effects were
not evident in the spectra obtained with linear polariza-
tion. Instead, all resonance profiles exhibited the same
asymmetric broadening to the red which is traced to the
ground-state quadratic shift. It is speculated that this
behavior results because the additional channel of pho-
toionization to J =1 levels leads to cancellation of the
cross terms yi2a i a2, &0i2, and the excited-state quadratic
shifts. Quantitative analysis of this speculation awaits ad-
ditional knowledge of the 6pnl J = 1 level structure.

Measurements of MPI using linear polarization provide
a simpler ineans of measuring the bound-bound Rabi rate
Q and the excited-state photoionization rates y;; since in
the absence of significant interferences these data can be
treated with an isolated rate formulation. An interesting,
preliminary result of this work is the observation that Q
may provide a complementary measurement of the per-
turber admixture y and its phase in addition to lifetime
data that only measure

~ y ~. [In this regard, measure-
ments of the oscillator strengths f ( 5d 6pJ = 1 —Sd 7d 'D2) would also be useful. )

Bandwidth and saturation effects have not been treated
explicitly in this work but these may become an interest-
ing outcome of the work. The J=2 Rydberg series and
5d7d 'Di perturber state provide a set of coupled levels
where the ratio of the bound-bound Rabi rate and radia-
tive decay Q/A "slew" in a smooth way. One could use
this to turn saturation effects on and off. In this work the
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intensities were such that 0/A & 10 for all levels, so sa-

turation effects are expected to remain constant. It
would be very interesting, though, to compare the effec-
tive linewidths and profiles of this experiment, which

represents a chaotic light field limit, to those obtained

with a single mode source.
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